Meeting Announcement

adhoc meeting of the IEC/IEEE 60802 joint project to be held 2022-06-13 to -15 in Frankfurt/Offenbach, Germany hosted by the German National Committee DKE.

1 Meeting venue

!!! The meeting venue changed from:
63069 Offenbach am Main, Merianstraße 28, Telefon: +49 (69) 8306-0,
https://www.vde.com/tic-en
to:
Station Lounge, Am Hauptbahnhof 10, 60329 Frankfurt

Room 8 and 9 (3.Stock) level 4, see announcement in the meeting facility (IEC/IEEE 60802). There are:
- a main room (up to 26 persons) and
- a break-out room (up to 10 persons)

This “Conference and Meeting room” facility is located across the Main Station (German: Hauptbahnhof) in “Frankfurt am Main”.

Leave Frankfurt Main Station through the main entrance, exit and cross the tramway and the street in front or use the underpass in the main station, direction city/Kaiserstrasse. Then you already see the huge building on the left side with advertising (“DR LÜBKE” and Hertz). After approximately ten meters there is the entrance: nr. 10 on your right hand: Englischer Hof Lounge and meeting places are located on the 1st, the 3rd and the 5th floor, just take the stairs or turn left with elevators at your service.

2 COVID-19

The rules in Germany are:
- No check on arrival in the airport for vaccinations.
- Wear a mask in a Train/Bus/Tram/S-Bahn/etc.
- Wear a mask in buildings, where the owner demand it (mostly it is just recommended).

3 How to get there

3.1 Airport

Nearest airport is Frankfurt am Main (FRA).

Suggested to use the “Regional” train station, not the “Fernbahnhof” (Long distance station).

Look for the platform direction Frankfurt. Use the S-Bahn S8 directed to Offenbach(Ost) to the stop Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof (main station).

Arrived at Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof (main station), follow the directions:

3.2 Train

To Frankfurt HBF

NOTE  HBF = Main (or central) train station

In June, July and August 2022 the government of Germany set up a special arrangement for local train/bus/tram/S-Bahn systems to be used with a so called “9Euro-Ticket” that is valid for
a month. Mostly it is cheaper to take this special offer instead of buying a single ticket from the FRA airport to the Frankfurt main station and back.

3.3 Car
Coming from south at “Frankfurter Kreuz” then exit “Messe” follow signs “Central Station” coming from north at “Nordwestkreuz” exit “Messe” follow signs “Central Station”.

Parking: Underground parking lots at Frankfurt main station (northern side), outside parking at Frankfurt Central Station (southern side), cheapest parking place is at southern side (the parking garage under the tax office, Mannheimer Straße)

4 Accommodation
There is no prebooked or mandatory hotel. Please make reservations by your own.

If you have a room rate that cannot be cancelled, then don’t worry, it is a S-Bahn ride of about 20 Minutes from Offenbach to Frankfurt.

NOTE I will remain in the Sheraton Offenbach even my room rate allows to be cancelled. Arguments: the room rates in Frankfurt are higher and with the “9Euro-Ticket” it is without additional cost and the typical commuting time within Frankfurt takes similar time as the ride with the S-Bahn to the main station (non-stop service).

5 Registration
Seats are only available for those that registered before 2022-05-14 by sending an email to

Ludwig.winkel@online.de

Subject: Registration for the 60802 adhoc June 13 .. 15, 2022

Text field content:

First Name:
Name:
Employer/Affiliation:
Need for an invitation letter (visa): YES/NO (if YES, add the needed information e.g. passport #, country, address, etc. A request is probably needed before the registration deadline so that the host can issue the letter in time)

There is no registration fee.

If the deadline has had been missed, then there is no guarantee to have a seat in the room and based on COVID restrictions and room capacity the participation could be denied by the convenor/chair or the host.

This new venue allows that all persons that registered in time can participate!

6 Meeting hours

Monday 9:00 to 18:00
Tuesday 8:30 to 18:00
Wednesday 8:30 to 18:00.